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Options for future work:
1. Come to unified PID policies across use cases – the current 
set is quite make-shift and specific to ESGF CMIP6.
2. Prototype fine-granular provenance tracing, particularly for 
processing services. Balance complexity & expressiveness.
3. Align custom collections with RDA recommendation on Re-
search Data Collections.

Greater challenge: How and by whom are data used?
1. Fine-granular data usage tracking at a level lower than cita-
tion granularity, complementing Scholix. How should the 
Handle-based approach be extended (metadata, policies, servi-
ces) so that not only the toolchain, but persons are covered?
2. Community-wide policy on how to refer to custom data 
collections in articles. This should be extended to include frag-
ments and other data subsetting techniques. But how to refer 
to data without preservation policies in scholarly publications?
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Preservation policies:
PID preservation and data preservation are separate concerns. Only data in the Reference Data 
Archive of the IPCC DDC will be preserved and accessible with coarse granular DataCite DOIs. 
File Handles: Kept even if objects are gone (retracted, obsoleted, broken). No guarantee given 
for data objects themselves.
Dataset and custom collection Handles: PIDs and structure remain, no guarantee for data. 
If there is an archived, latest version, it is discoverable from the PIDs.

Every data provider for CMIP6 will issue Handle gene-
ration requests for CMIP6 files and datasets. These are 
submitted to a distributed queueing system with cur-
rently 3 entry nodes and 1 exit node that also hosts 
the Handle servers.
The success of this setup depends on adequate operati-
onal organization:
1. Proper use of the ESGF publisher to ensure correct 
versioning. No unmonitored exchange of files.
2. Load/availability monitoring of entry and exit nodes 
and adjustment as required over the course of CMIP6. 
SLAs are not required at this point due to redundan-
cies already built in.
3. Operational oversight by CDNOT, distribution of 
access codes and enforcement of these policies.
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